Yes, I gave them my word of honour and I have kept it.
Now you know the whole filthy business. And then a
stupid thing like this happens, and everything goes smash*
One goes about torturing oneself for months, and then
suddenly one loses one's head, and afterwards it's all up
with one. Yes. Finished. Quite finished."
And with-this, Marx took his hands out of his pockets
and let them fall with such an evident gesture of hope-
lessness that Rainer began to comfort him as though he
were a small child.
" If s not all up with you. You will be cured. You
may be ill now, but in a little while you will be well
again," he said, trying to instil into his voice a cheerful,
optimistic tone, a suggestion of healing,
" In a little while," murmured Marx, with twisted lips.
** Why, yes, you must have patience. Would it com-
fort you to hear how many Wassermann reactions they
get in the serological institute every week ? Medicine	"
" Oh—you know you don't believe in medicine your-
self," said Marx.
Rainer was silent.
** The only thing you have to worry about is how you -
can put things right with Friedel," he said after a mo-
ment, not knowing himself what to advise,
" With Friedel ? But that's just the worst of the whole
business ! How can I ever look Friedel in the face again ?
I loathe myself. Imagine going to anyone as pure and
innocent as Friedel—anyone so sweet, such a darling—
darling," he said, and the bright tears Celled in his eyes
again. " No, it would be impossible to tell Friedel about
such things. I must deal with that by myself. And I know
what I must do, too."
" What ? " asked Rainer.
** Something quite simple," whispered Marx.
Rainer turned towards him and tried to look htm in
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